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Tesla CEO Musk drops pursuit 
of $72 billion take-private deal

Decision raises new questions about Tesla’s future 
SAN FRANCISCO: Tesla Inc CEO Elon Musk said late
on Friday he would heed shareholder concerns and no
longer pursue a $72 billion deal to take his US electric
car maker private, abandoning an idea that had stunned
investors and drawn regulatory scrutiny.

The decision leaves Tesla as a publicly listed compa-
ny but raises new questions about its future. Its shares
have been trading below their Aug. 7 levels, when Musk
announced on Twitter he was considering taking Tesla
private for $420 per share, as investors wondered what
the long-shot bid meant for Musk’s ability to steer the
company to profitability.

The move also leaves Musk and Tesla having to fend
off a series of investor law-
suits and a US Securities and
Exchange Commission inves-
tigation into the factual
accuracy of Musk’s tweet
that funding for the deal was
“secured”. Musk said on
Friday that his belief that
there is more than enough
funding to take the company
private was reinforced dur-
ing the process. He attrib-
uted his decision to abandon
the bid to feedback he
received from shareholders and on the effort proving to
be more time-consuming and distracting than he antici-
pated. “Although the majority of shareholders I spoke
to said they would remain with Tesla if we went private,
the sentiment, in a nutshell, was ‘please don’t do this’,”
Musk wrote in a blog post on Friday.

Musk, who owns about a fifth of Tesla, had said ear-
lier this month that he envisioned taking the company
private without using the standard method of a lever-
aged buyout, whereby all the other shareholders would
cash out and the deal would be funded primarily with
new debt. Instead, two-thirds of company shareholders,
according to his estimate, would have chosen an option

of “rolling” their stakes and continuing to be investors
in a private company, rather than cashing out. This
would significantly reduce the amount of money need-
ed for the deal and avoid further burdening Tesla, which
has a debt pile of $11 billion and negative cash flow.

However, Musk said on Friday that a number of insti-
tutional shareholders explained to him that they have
internal compliance issues that limit how much they can
invest in a private company. He added that there is no
proven path for most retail investors to own shares
were Tesla to go private.

Musk had previously said that Saudi Arabia’s PIF,
which became a Tesla shareholder earlier this year with

a stake of just under 5 per-
cent, could help him fund the
cash portion of the deal,
though sources close to the
sovereign wealth fund had
played down that prospect.
PIF is in talks to invest more
than $1 billion in aspiring
Tesla rival Lucid Motors Inc,
Reuters reported last
Sunday. Six members of
Tesla’s board of directors
said in a separate statement
that they were informed on

Thursday that Musk was abandoning his take-private
bid. The board then disbanded a special committee of
three directors it had set up to evaluate any offer that
Musk submitted.

“We fully support Elon as he continues to lead the
company moving forward,” said the board statement.

Focus on Model 3
One of Tesla’s biggest challenges now is ramping up

production of its latest vehicle, the Model 3. Multiple
“bottlenecks” at its Fremont factory and battery factory
outside Reno, Nevada have delayed volume production.
Tesla now aims to consistently build 5,000 Model 3s

per week, a target it says it has managed “multiple
times” since first achieving it one week in June.

Musk has said repeatedly since April that Tesla has
no need to raise new capital, and has promised to be
profitable and cash-flow positive in the third and fourth
quarters. But analysts expect Tesla will require billions
of dollars more over the next several years to fund
ambitious expansion plans and to develop new electric
premium vehicles to take on German rivals.

Capital-intensive projects in the pipeline include a
new Roadster, a Model Y SUV, and an electric big-rig.
The company’s Gigafactory is only partially complete,
and Musk has said a European plant location will likely
be announced this year. Financing for a new China

plant will come from local debt, he said.
The struggle to launch the Model 3 coincided with

an escalating war between Musk and short sellers bet-
ting that Tesla’s high-priced shares were bound to fall
as the company burned off its cash reserves.

In explaining one of his reasons to take Tesla private,
Musk cited short sellers earlier this month, stating that
“being public means that there are large numbers of
people who have the incentive to attack the company.”

Citigroup Inc analysts wrote in a research note earli-
er this month that, if a go-private transaction is looking
less likely, “it would be wise for Tesla to at least try to
raise significant new equity capital sooner rather than
later,” so it can inspire investor confidence. —Reuters

TAMPA: Two years after launching from Florida, a
NASA spacecraft is closing in on an ancient asteroid,
Bennu, for a sample of space dust that could reveal
clues to the start of life in the solar system.

The spacecraft, OSIRIS-REx, has even snapped its
first, blurry pic of the cosmic body, which is about the
size of a small mountain, about 500 yards (meters) in
diameter. The spacecraft is designed to circle Bennu,
and reach out with a robotic arm to “high-five” its
surface, then return the sample it collects to Earth in
2023. The first images of Bennu were taken on August
17 at a distance of 1.4 million miles (2.3 million kilome-
ters) from the $800 million spacecraft. “This is the
closest we have even been to Bennu,” said Dante
Lauretta, OSIRIS-REx principal investigator at the
University of Arizona, Tucson.

“This is significant in that we are now in the vicini-
ty of the asteroid, closer than we have ever been even
during the close approaches of the asteroid to the
Earth.” Bennu was chosen from the some 500,000
asteroids in the solar system because it orbits close to
Earth’s path around the sun, it is the right size for sci-
entific study, and is one of the oldest asteroids known
to NASA. Astronomers say it poses a slight risk-a one
in 2,700 chance-of colliding with Earth in 2135.

It is also a carbon-rich asteroid, the kind of cosmic
body that may have delivered life-giving materials to
Earth billions of years ago. The OSIRIS-REx mission
is not the first to ever visit an asteroid and attempt a
sample return-Japan has done it before and Europe
has managed to land on a comet. But it is the first
asteroid-sample-return mission for NASA, and it aims
to bring back the biggest sample ever, on the order of
2.1 ounces (60 grams). —AFP
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KOUROU, Guyana: A new satellite that will use
advanced laser technology to track global winds and
improve weather forecasts has been successfully put
into orbit, launch company Arianespace said.

The launch of the “Aeolus” satellite-named after the
guardian of wind in Greek mythology-took place at
2120 GMT Wednesday, after a 24-hour delay due to
adverse weather conditions.

Arianespace’s light-lift vehicle “Vega lofted its pas-
senger during a flight lasting just under 55 minutes,
with Aeolus placed into a Sun-synchronous orbit,” the
company said after the launch.

Sun-synchronous orbits allow satellites always to
have view of the Sun, for example so their solar panels
can always draw power. The satellite “will probe the
lowermost 30 kilometers (18 miles) of the atmosphere
in measuring winds around the Earth,” Arianespace
said. Aeolus is part of the Copernicus project, a joint
initiative of the European Union and the European
Space Agency (ESA) to track environmental damage
and aid disaster relief operations.

The satellite is equipped with a single instrument: a
Doppler wind lidar-an advanced laser system designed
to accurately measure global wind patterns from space.
“The LIDAR’s near-real-time observations will provide
reliable wind profiles, further improving the accuracy of

numerical weather and climate prediction, as well as
advance the understanding of tropical dynamics and
processes relevant to climate variability,” Arianespace
said after the launch.  It described the satellite as the
world’s first space mission to gather information on
Earth’s wind on a global scale. Tropical winds in partic-
ular are very poorly mapped because of the almost
complete absence of direct observations.

The Doppler lidar transmits short, powerful pulses of
laser light toward Earth in the ultraviolet spectrum.
Particles in the air-moisture, dust, gases-reflect, or
scatter, a small fraction of that light energy back to the

transceiver, where it is collected and recorded.
The delay between the outgoing pulse and the so-

called “backscattered” signal reveals the wind’s direc-
tion, speed and distance travelled.

Once per orbit, data is downloaded to a ground sta-
tion in Svalbard, Norway. Aeolus is the fifth of the ESA’s
planned Earth Explorer missions. Others already com-
pleted or in operation have measured Earth’s gravity
and geomagnetic fields, soil moisture, ocean salinity
and frozen expanses collectively known as the cryos-
phere. The new mission is also Arianespace’s 50th
launch for the European Space Agency. — AFP
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This handout image acquired from the European Space Agency (ESA), shows a digital representation of the
Aeolus wind satellite as the rocket’s fairing, which cocoons Aeolus during liftoff and ascent, opens. A satel-
lite designed to measure Earth’s global wind patterns was hoisted into orbit on August 21 from the
Arianspace launch site in French Guiana.—AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: Sony announced that its Aibo robotic
dogs infused with artificial intelligence will be unleashed
on the US market by the year-end holiday season, with a
price tag of $2,899.

The sixth-generation mechanical pup combines robot-
ics with image sensors and artificial intelligence, enabling
it to learn behaviors and recognize faces, according to the
Japanese consumer electronics giant. Aibo robot personal-
ities develop based on interactions with people, giving
each a unique character depending on its human compan-
ions, Sony said. “This is truly a one-of-a-kind product
designed to connect with its owners on an emotional lev-
el,” Sony Electronics North America president Mike Fasulo
said in a release. Similar to real-life dogs, Aibo can learn
tricks and will seek out owners, reacting to words of praise
or scratches on the head, according to Sony. Aibo will also
play with toys, which Sony will sell you.

Unlike real-life dogs, Aibo has an application owners
can use to adjust system settings or add new tricks, and
can connect to the internet cloud to store memories.

Aibo owners will also be able to check on internet-
linked canine companions while away from home, glimps-
ing life through their robotic eyes, according to Sony.
Sony will begin taking US orders for “First Litter Edition”
Aibo next month, with deliveries promised by the holiday
season. Aibo became available in Japan early this year,
more than a decade after it culled earlier models from its
product line. —AFP 
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LAS VEGAS: Exhibition goers look at Sony Aibo robotic dogs during at the Las Vegas Convention Center dur-
ing CES 2018 in Las Vegas. —AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: Walmart launched a digital book shop
in a collaboration with Japanese e-commerce powerhouse
Rakuten’s electronic book service Kobo.

The Walmart eBooks website boasting more than six
million titles along with audiobooks competes head-on with
a core offering of rival Amazon. Subscriptions to the
Walmart audiobook service were $9.99 monthly, compared
to $14.95 for a comparable Audible service at Amazon. “The
launch of Walmart eBooks by Rakuten Kobo marks a mile-
stone for our strategic alliance,” Rakuten executive vice
president Makoto Arima said in a release.

The ebook shop stemmed from a strategic alliance
Walmart and Rakuten announced earlier this year, accord-
ing to the companies. Digital books are available on Kobo
eReaders and on applications tailored for mobile devices
powered by Apple or Android software. “Working with
Kobo enables us to quickly and efficiently launch a full
eBook and audiobook catalog on Walmart.com alongside
our assortment of physical books,” said Walmart US e-com-
merce and entertainment general manager Mario Pacini. The
move marks the latest effort by Walmart, the former number
one US retailer, to counter the rise of Amazon. —AFP
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